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SUMMARY
Although it may be several decades before weactually utilize lunar
resources in space activities_ the lead times to develop and implement such
utilization will also require several decades_ and thus it is pertinent to ex-
amine the technical requirements for utilization now. The evaluation of poten-
tial sites where lunar resources might be mined and processed is an essential
step in a program of resource utilization.
The complexity of theevaluation process - andp as a consequence_ the com-
plexity of research and development efforts to develop the tools that would
be used to perform the evaluation - depends on the type of resource desired
and the location of the site. The one factor common to all scenarios is a re-
quirement for accurate topographic data. For the Apollo landing sites_ these
data already exist in usable form; for sites under the groundtracks of the
later Apollo missions_ the data exist but need to be reduced to usable form;
for other sites, adequate data sets do not exist.
The chemical and mineralogical specificity with which the desired re-
source must be known is strongly dependent on the processes used to convert
that resource to useful products. Geochemical and geophysical instrumenta-
tion now exists that_ at least in the laboratory9 can perform the required
characterizations. The major problem appears to be developing automated and
semi-automated systems that can collect and process the required data and
make "intelligent" decisions based on those data. This data-handling capac-
ity needs to be combined with a higher degree of autonomous mobility than is
currently available.
A prudent yet aggressive research and development program would include
the development of physical and chemical lunar soil simulants; the production
of a map of lunar resources covering all the areas of the Moon covered by
Apollo photography and incorporating information from the many geological_
geochemical_ and geophysical data sets now available; the development of
robotics systems with emphasis on increased autonomy of the system; and de-
velopment of a processing technology so that a technologically reasonable
choice of utilization scenario could be made.
INTRODUCTION
Lunar resources are expected to one day be important in man's expanding
use of space. Although the utilization of lunar resources is not imminent_
a careful examination of the many preliminary and enabling steps of this
enterprise is appropriate now because the lead time for such utilization is
long 9 perhaps as much as 30 years. One essential step is the evaluation of
potential sites where lunar resources might be mined and processed. The thor-
ough evaluation of some sites is an undertaking similar in scope and complex-
ity to that required for an Apollo landing_ whereas_ for those sites at which
Apollo landed_ almost all the necessary data are presently available.
The goals of this workshop were (I) to determine the major features and
requirements of the evaluation process_ (2) to determine the major foresee-
able factors that will determine and limit the methodology that can be ap-
plied_ (3) to survey the current and anticipated state of analytical instru-
mentation and techniques and spacecraft capabilities_ and (4) to identify the
critical tasks that must be accomplished so that the tools will be available
when needed. Some of the information assembled in this document will be of
value to other NASA activities; e.g._ the discussion of lunar rovers and the
instrumentation that they might carry is especially relevant to considera-
tions of in situ study of other planetary bodies. Hopefully_ this document
will be of value in two ways. First_ it will describe the magnitude of the
exploration phase of lunar resource utilization_ given a variety of assump-
tions about the resource sought. Second_ it will consider the research and
development (R&D) items that were identified during the study and that are
seriously suggested for implementation. These R&D tasks are the quintessence
of this work. The workshop analysis examined five major topics - lunar re-
sources_ geological studies_ geophysical studies_ geochemical instrumenta-
tion_ and robotics; these topics make up the body of this report.
The complexity of the exploration is a function of the type of resource
and of the level of existing knowledge. The three distinct end-member-type
resources are as follows.
I. Bulk soil is used with no beneficiation beyond simple size sorting
and with no strong preference as to location or composition except_ e.g._ a
choice between mare and highland sites.
2. A deliberate effort is made to optimize the resource site within the
bounds of what is now known about the Moon; e.g._ one might seek to exploit the
highest titanium concentration observed from orbit or in samples returned by
the Apollo missions or one might seek a concentration of a specific mineral.
3. A search is made beyond the zone of present knowledge and unique or
exotic new resources are found; e.g._ cold-trapped polar ice or other useful
substances concentrated by geologic processes peculiar to the Moon.
In the first case_ the initial goal would be to take an average lunar
soil and submit it to physical and chemical processes_ resulting in a useful
range of products such as metals_ silica_ and oxygen. Little or no lunar ex-
ploration would be required.
In the second case_ research would be conducted using existing samples
and other data to define a best raw material. A process would then be de-
signed to handle this material as "feedstocks" andj finally_ a site survey
(using an orbiter and a surface rover) for the material would be made on the
Moon to determine the best location for the process demonstration.
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In the third case, several developments would be pursued in parallel.
Theoretical studies would be intensified to assess the prospects for find-
ing exotic resources and a search for rare or unusual things would be made
through the entire existing collection of samples and data. A polar orbiter
with a variety of remote-sensing instruments would be launched to survey the
entire Moon and, depending on what was found, one Dr more rovers would be
dispatched to confirm and map in detail the deposits of highly concentrated
resources.
These three scenarios roughly span the various classes of quarry and
mine development on Earth. The first resembles mere earth-moving for roads;
the second resembles the mining of abundant materials, such as sand and
gravel; and the third is analogous to the development of rare and concen-
trated resources, such as metal ores. In all three cases, the first major
step is an Earth-based simulation of the processing to be carried out on
the Moon. In the first and second scenarios, this Earth-based demonstra-
tion could be conducted using real lunar material, but it would probably be
prudent to do much of the needed R&D using a prepared lunar material simu-
lant made from Earth rocks. In the third scenario, the making of the simu-
lant would itself be a research goal.
These three possible paths and the major R&D activities involved in each
are summarized in table I. Specific R&D tasks within each of these major ac-
tivities are described in other sections of this report.
This document originated as a draft prepared by James Burke, Roger
Phillips, Norman Hubbard 9 David Scott, and Richard Williams. The draft was
discussed, revised, and amended during a 4-day workshop held at the Lunar and
Planetary Institute (LPI), November 14-179 1978. The authors wish to express
appreciation to Sue Wilson (Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center (JSC)) and to
Carolyn Kohring and other LPI staff members who made the work easier by trans-
cribing the many handwritten pages produced during the workshop.
Finally, considerable time could have been spent creating a smoothed
overall presentation of the material developed during the workshop or sec-
tions could have been compiled that reflected points of view without any
attempt at integration. Insofar as possible, an attempt has been made to pur-
sue the first method rather than the second. Thus, several participants will
find that their inputs have been absorbed into one or two sections of this
document rather than standing alone. An effort has been made not to signif-
icantly alter any points of view in this process.
In compliance with NASA's publication policyp the original units of meas-
ure ha_e been converted to the equivalent value in the Systeme International
d'Unites (Sl). As an aid to the reader, the SI units are written first and
the original units are written parenthetically thereafter.
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LUNARRESOURCES
In order to performwork or conduct research in space, some manmade struc-
tures are needed. Structures up to the size of the Apollo spacecraft/Saturn
IV-B launchvehiclecombinationareassembledon Earthand launchedas a com-
plete unit. Structures that are much larger could be launched in pieces and
assembled in orbit. This procedure would allow Earth-based hlgh-level tech-
nology to be used to produce and test a highly complex satellite at leisure
in the relatively "kind" environment of the Earth's surface. Conversely, if
very large structures of relatively low iuherent complexity are to be con-
structed for either applied or research use, it may be desirable to use
lunar materials in their construction. The primary reason for considering
the use of lunar materials is the savings expected by using materials from
the Moon rather than those brought from Earth. Theoretically, the energy
required to go from the Moon to geosynchronous orbit is only 4.5 percent of
that required to go there from the Earth's surface. Launch from the airless
lunar surface might even be accomplished using motor-driven launch facilities
(ref. I).
The practicality of constructing large space structures using lunar mate-
rials requires the resolution of a number of complex technical and economic
issues, as well as a better understanding of scenarios for the use Of space.
Most of these issues can be summarized as the following set of questions:
What are the materials needed for large-scale activities in space?
What lunar materials exist that can meet these needs?
What processes can convert these lunar materials into relevant products?
What are the economics of a system that can accomplish this?
It was impractical to evaluate all these issues during the workshop because
the presently proposed scenarios range from visionary to very conservative
and because the technical and economic issues can only be resolved by an
iterative process that has only just begun. The course of action that re-
suits in the use of lunar materials for space construction should be deter-
mined from a very large range of possibilities and from the particular re-
quirements of the space structure to be built. Only the first three ques-
tions posed above and only answers that are useful for addressing the issues
affecting the exploration for lunar resources have been considered.
Material Needs of Large-Scale Space Activities
A wide variety of satellite systems has been proposed for the 1980 to
2000 time frame (table II). Although plans exist for all these systems, the
best defined satellite system is the Satellite Power System (SPS) (refs. 4
and 5). Recent study results (ref. 3) have demonstrated that all scenarios
that incorporate the SPS are dominated by its material needs and the mate-
rials that are needed to construct an SPS are mainly the same as those neces-
sary to construct the other systems. Therefore, the SPS is used as a materials-
need model.
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Briefly, the SPS is a large photovoltaic array that converts solar radi-
ation into microwaves for transmission to Earth and ultimate use as electri-
cal power. Each of these satellites has a mass of nearly 97 000 megagrams
(97 000 metric tons) and more than I00 satellites would be built over a 30-
year period. Thus, this construction program needs nearly I0 000 000 mega-
grams (I0 000 000 metric tons) of satellite-specific material.
The necessary materials include a wide range of substances but only a
few are needed in large amounts. Glasses, fused silica, or silica with minor
additives account for 30.3 percent of the amount needed; s_licon, for 15.1
percent; aluminum 9 for 11.4 percent; and iron_ for 5.7 percent (table III).
By various substitutions (ref. 3)I some of which are straightforward (e.g._
" substituting aluminum for copper in electrical conditions) and some of which
are more complex (e.g.9 using foamed glass to replace graphite composite) 9
the amounts needed may be changed somewhat; but the basic pattern remains.
Silica, silicon, aluminum, and iron are needed in total quantities on the
order of 7 000 000 megagrams (7 000 000 metric tons) for an SPS program.
It should be emphasized that, for the purposes of outlining the goals
and difficulties of a lunar resource exploration program, the exact form of
the structure to be built is irrelevant. The basic requirements, which ap-
pear in the SPS design_ are expected to be universal: (I) a structural frame-
work, essentially of aluminum, glass, or a composite; (2) a power system using
photovoltaic cells and metals (heat engines may require additional considera-
tion and might shift the balance of materials somewhat); and (3) a complex of
high-technology machinery9 probably of much smaller mass than the remainder
of the structure and hence a candidate for partial or complete manufacture
on Earth. The quantity and quality of material might vary drastically with
different space construction scenarios 9 but the structural and electrical
needs will be nearly invariant and could be met from the silicon 9 silica,
aluminum_ iron 9 and other materials available in the lunar soil.
Requirements also exist for oxygen (primarily for propulsion systems and
secondarily for life support) and water (for cooling and for life support).
However9 recent studies (e.g.9 ref. 3) have indicated that_ with the excep-
tion of oxygen for use in propulsion systems, these requirements are rela-
tively minor. Oxygen should be a natural byproduct of metal recovery from
o silicates and oxides and thus is not considered explicitly as a resource. If
an indigenous source of water were available, process design would be easier
and the overall risk would be reduced. Water is thus considered to be a de-
sirable but not a necessary resource.
Possible Lunar Resources
The manned and unmanned exploration of the Moon has revealed much about
its internal structure and the distribution_ composition 9 age 9 and origin of
the principal lunar surface units. These revelations were startling in that
all the pre-Apollo models of the Moon were incomplete in some essential way.
Several recent reviews of lunar science and of the chemical_ physical 9 and
mineralogic properties of the lunar materials have been prepared (refs. 6,
79 and 8) and will not be repeated here.
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With respect to lunar resources, the scientific discoveries have em-
phasized the important fundamental differences between the Moon and the
Earth. The Earth has a vigorously convecting interior; its crust and upper-
most mantle consist of rigid plates that move relative to one another at
velocities of several centimeters each year. Terrestrial mineral and energy
resources are concentrated by processes that occur at these plate boundaries
and in nearly all cases water or other fluids play a fundamental role in the
concentration processes. The Moon's interior is essentially dead; it has no
evidence of either plate tectonics or water and thus finding terrestrial-type
ore deposits on the Moon is not anticipated.
Known lunar resources are predominantly found in the Moon's major chemi-
cal and physical features. The basic geology of the Moon is that of a funda-
mental dichotomy between the dark-colored iron- and titanium-rich materials
that fill the mare basins and the light-colored aluminum- and plagioclase-
rich materials that comprise the lunar highlands (fig. i). Throughout its
history, the Moon has been subjected to bombardment by meteorites, which has
reduced its surface to a ubiquitous layer of rubble and fine dust (called the
regolith) that is everywhere a few meters deep. It is the regolith - and the
rocks, minerals, and glasses of which it is composed - that contains the pri-
mary lunar resources from which the needed metals and glasses are to be ob-
tained.
It must be emphasized that only a small portion of the Moon has been
sampled at the nine Apollo and Luna sites (fig. 2) and only about I0 percent
of the returned samples have been examined in detail. Consequently, sur-
prises may yet appear; indeed, Earth-based telescopic studies (ref. 9) show
that only one-third of the major lunar basalt types were sampled by an Apollo
mission, and there are theoretical reasons to suspect that water ices may
exist near the lunar poles (refs. I0 and Ii).
Of the materials needed for large-scale satellite systems, the easiest
to obtain will be the glasses, which can either be extracted from the rego-
lith or formed by fusing the soil. Colorless glasses will predominate in
the highlands. Silicon, chemically combined, is ubiquitous and occurs at
nearly the same concentration at all sites. Aluminum is enriched at highland
sites that contain concentrations of the mineral plagioclase (CaAI2Si2Os).
However, local variation in aluminum content (at the 10-kilometer scale) of
as much as a factor of 2 (relative to magnesium) is known, and careful site
selection would thus optimize the aluminum content by a significant factor.
Iron and titanium are enriched at the mare sites, primarily because these
sites contain concentrations of the mineral ilmenite (FeTiO3) ; there are also
sites that contain iron-enriched bulk compositions without high titanium
(e.g., Luna 24).
In su-_,ary, it appears that the major needs for satellite construction
can be met from lunar resources. In fact, on the basis of existing knowl-
edge, sites can be selected that optimize access to one or more of the mate-
rial needs with relative ease.
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ExoticResources
There are some exotic materials that, if present in the Moon_ would
greatly enhance the appeal of lunar resources and simplify their exploita-
tion. Foremost among these are water and other volatiles. The possibility
that water has been trapped in the cold traps associated with the permanently
shadowed regions near the poles has been extensively discussed (ref. 111. Be-
cause of the special problems in the exploration and exploitation of these
resources, they are discussed separately.
The volatiles carbon_ hydrogen, nitrogen_ and noble gases are generally
derived from the solar wind, although some may also be derived from out-
" gassing of the Moon and from meteorites that have impacted the Moon during
its history. Volatiles from both sources tend to be most concentrated in the
fine-grained soil fraction. Other volatiles_ such as chlorine, fluorine_ and
sulfur, are known to be Concentrated in the dark mantle material and in re-
gions with orange soil (such as the Apollo 17 site).
Several trace elements, such as zinc, cadmium, indium_ mercury, lead,
germanium, and the halogens, which generally occur in surface materials in
concentrations of 10 to 0.001 ppm_ also readily undergo volatilization and mi-
gration on the lunar surface due to the heating and melting of soils by solar
radiation and meteorite impacts. As a result9 these elements are often found
in considerably higher concentrations in areas shadowed by large rocks and on
grain surfaces of the finest grain sizes of soils.
The concentration of indigenous water in lunar basalts is vanishingly
small (<10 ppml compared to that in terrestrial rocks and is generally diffi-
cult to distinguish from terrestrial contamination. Essentially all water
found in lunar soils has been formed by the interaction of solar-wind hydro-
gen with oxygen-bearing silicates. Of all these possible exotic resources,
hydrogen is the most interesting because it is essential to making water.
It now appears that there are three potential sources of hydrogen on the
Moon: solar-wind hydrogen is implanted in soil grains; ice may exist in
shadowed polar regions; and volatiles may still be trapped below the surface
. in volcanic areas. Of these three possibilities_ the first is certain but
the quantity of hydrogen is very small (approximately 0.33 cubic centimeter
at standard temperature and pressure per gram of soil); the second seems theo-
retically quite likely (refs. 10 and II) but no relevant measurements have
yet been made; and the third is speculative and controversial. Prospecting
methods are discussed here in two classes: (11 methods for developing the
known solar-wind hydrogen resource and (21 methods for finding one or both of
the other two resources if they exist and developing them if found.
Solar-wind hydrogen recovery.- Solar protons (and other solar products
such as noble gas atomsl are found implanted in lunar soil particles, mostly
within a few hundred angstroms of the grain surface, where they can be easily
extracted by heating the soil to a few hundred degrees centigrade. The main
problem is that a lot of material must be processed to get a small amount of
hydrogen, perhaps 50 grams per ton; however, if this amount can be obtained
as a byproduct of another process, it may be worthwhile to at least provide
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a makeup source for maintaining a recycled hydrogen supply on the Moon. This
solar-wind hydrogen source is presumably available in all mature lunar soils_
so it generates no special prospecting or survey needs. It may_ however, gen-
erate a need for processing R&D; e.g., two ways of extracting the hydrogen
are to transport the soil past a heat source or to transport a heat source
(and a hydrogen collector) over the surface of the Moon.
Recovery of lunar polar ice.- Recovery of lunar polar ice presents a
totally different problem because the existence of the resource is unproven.
The most logical way to establish the existence of lunar polar ice is to
orbit a polar orbiter with a gamma-ray spectrometer and neutron detectors
(ref. 12). However, the cold-trapped ice could also be investigated by a
surface rover - provided that this rover could operate in the dark and out
of sight of the Earth.
To establish the existence of polar ice, the orbiter need have a surface
resolution no better than tens of kilemeters. Considerable integration time
is required because of the low gamma-ray and neutron fluxes (ref. 12), but
this is not a great problem because of the orbiter's repeated passage over
the lunar poles.
Because practical ice mining may be limited to the top few meters of
ice-laden soil (which may be beneath a dry overburden), vertical resolution
in the data is not important; the intrinsic properties of the orbital gamma-
ray measurement are such that it detects hydrogen to a depth of tens of
centimeters. From a longer-range programmatic standpoint, it is desirable to
determine whether the polar permafrost extends to kilometer depths. Onsite
active seismic or electromagnetic soundings could determine this; however_
for the initial resource explorations_ this deeper ice prospecting is not es-
sential.
"Anomalous" lunar hydrogen.- Because all current lunar data show the
lunar crust to be generally very deficient in volatiles, the prospect of find-
ing a hydrogen source, such as a trapped body of volcanic water 9 appears very
remote. Nevertheless, there are some as-yet-unexplained phenomena that
should be investigated, primarily for their intrinsic scientific interest
but also as possible volatile-resource "long shots."
Some of these phenomena are found in the Marius Hills volcanic complex 9
the Aristarchus region (including the Prinz Rilles (fig. 3) with their
strange collapse-like depressions), and the various apparently endogenic fea-
tures (circumferential cracks, dark-halo craters, etc.) that appear around
the margins of maria and large craters such as Alphonsus. A surface rover
with gamma-ray_ neutron, X-ray_ electromagnetic-sounding, and seismic and mag-
netic sensors can investigate these anomalous regions_ provided that its mo-
bility is high enough to permit traversing the features of interest. The
Apollo 15 astronauts stood on the brink of Hadley Rille (fig. 4)_ but they
could not safely descend into it. To examine possibly endogenic collapse
features, it will probably be necessary to get close to the source and also
to drill as deeply as possible_ at least with a soft-soil auger. The horizon-
tal resolution of the rover measurements probably need be no better than tens
of meters, and the vertical resolution on the depth to ice or other volatiles
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will probably be of the same order (except in the drill cores) because of the
limitations of the instrumental technique. Whether such a mission can un-
equivocally detect an exploitable subsurface source of volcanic volatiles re-
mains an unanswered question. Table IV presents a summary of the key issues
involved in the exploration for these various types of lunar hydrogen.
Processesfor LunarResourceUse
To use a lunar resource in the construction of large space structures,
it must be mined, the ore beneficiated and refined, and the refined products
manufactured into usable items. For this study, the important consideration
is whether the activities that need to be done to use a lunar resource place
constraints on the exploration.
Manufacturing.-Manufacturingconvertsrefinedmetals,chemicals,and
gases into the products needed. The processes are varied and complex; how-
ever, they do not influence the type of exploration data that will be needed.
Refining.-The refiningprocessesthatcouldbe used to convert ores
intometals,glasses,chemicals,or gases for subsequentuse fallinto three
broadcategories:thosethatuse primarilychemicalmeans,thosethatuse
electrical means, and those that use thermal means. In fact, most processes
are hybridin thatall three means are used. Severalprocesseshavebeen
studiedin somedetail(e.g.,refs.13, 14, and 15). At the presentlevel of
knowledge,only the chemical,mineralogical,and physicalstatesof the mate-
rial appear to be essential. Apparently, neither minor nor trace elements af-
fect any of the processes.
Beneflciation.-The processof winningthe desiredmineralor glassfrac-
tion fromthemineralmaterialis profoundlyaffectedby thephysicalandmin-
eralogicalcharacteristics of the ore. Current interest has centered on elec-
tromagnetic and electrostatic techniques for beneficlation (refs. 15 and 16)
because they are ideally suited to operation without a fluid medium. These
techniques are highly empirical and must be adjusted in real time to produce
the best results. They are strong candidates for the processes that must be
tested directly on the lunar surface. Although these processes need develop-
ment, there is nothing presently known that constrains exploration.
Mining.- The studies of lunar mining have focused on the regolith
because of the ease with which it can be mined; however, some earlier re-
searchers did consider hard-rock techniques that offer access to mineral-
ogically simpler material. This primary difference profoundly influences
exploration strategy and there is no unequivocal way to choose between them.
However, current reasoning strongly favors regolith mining because it has
been more throughly studied.
There are two basic concepts for regolith mining: one uses conveyors as
an ore transport system (e.g., ref. 16) and the other uses trucks (e.g., ref.
15). In both systems, the single dominant factor determining the scale of
the operation is the grade of the deposit. The higher the grade, the smaller
the mine and transport system. It is essential that the mineralogy of the de-
posit be known for scaling these operations.
The topography of a candidate mine site must be known within a resolu-
tion of I0 meters for detailed planning of the mining operations. For a very
long mass-driver (up to 40 kilometers) (ref. I), topography would have to be
known with a resolution of 1 meter. This higher resolution is required be-
cause a small change in elevation can make an enormous difference in the vol-
ume of cut and fill required. Photographic coverage of much of the equato-
rial belt (fig. 5) on the lunar surface is already available and could be
used to construct such topographical maps.
Finally_ most recent studies have suggested that the mining should be
either automated or remotely controlled. In either case_ it will be neces-
sary to have intelligent machines that can avoid hazards such as craters and
boulders. A previously determined mining plan is also necessary so that the
cuts are made in material of consistent grade and buried hazards can be
avoided. The site should be relatively free of boulders (less than i0 per-
cent covered) so that mining plans do not become too complex. Table V pres-
ents the primary constraints developed from the evaluations of resource
models.
GEOLOGICAL METHODS
This section has three major purposes: (I) to briefly describe the back-
groun d and current state of geologic knowledge of the Moon as they relate to
the evaluation of lunar resources_ (2) to describe the geologic data that
exist but that have not been systematically studied to improve our understand-
ing of many areas on the Moon_ and (3) to outline programs of study leading
to the further evaluation and ultimate selection of lunar resource sites and
to determine the level of effort required for this evaluation. A preliminary
list of tentative resource sites is included as is a brief discussion of the
more obvious steps that must be taken to make the current lunar data more
suitable for use in preparing a list of potential lunar-resource sites.
Background and Status of Lunar Geologic Information
A systematic program of lunar geologic mapping from telescopic observa-
tions and photographs was begun during the early 1960's before the acquisi-
tion of high-resolution photographs from the Lunar Orbiters. The work was
concluded more than I0 years later and represents the only comprehensive geo-
logic coverage of the near side of the Moon. The 44 maps are at a scale of
I:I 000 000. During the course of the work_ Lunar Orbiter photographs
(primarily from Lunar Orbiter IV) became available and 27 maps were made
using .these high-resolution photographs. The quality of the maps is highly
variable because it depended on both the data base available at the time of
their construction and the experience of the individual cartographer. Many
of these maps were revised and combined in a composite geologic map of the
Moon at a scale of 1:5 000 000 (ref. 17).
i0
Later,duringthe courseof theApollomissionsto theMoon,large-scale
(I¢250000 andgreater)maps of localizedareas(proposedApollosites)were
made usinghigh-resolutionLunarOrbiterI to Ill,Ranger,Surveyor,and,ul-
timately,Apollometricand panoramicphotographs.More recently,numerous
specializedgeologicmaps and studiescoveringsmallpartsof theMoon,
mostlyalongtheApollogroundtracks,havebeenmade forprojectsof topical
interest.Thiswork includescrater-frequencydistributiondiagramsfor the
estimationof agesof lunarsurfacesand spectral-reflectancedataand other
remote-sensinginformation(Earth-basedand fromorbit)to determinesoilcom-
position,gravityandmagneticfields,topography,andmany othercharacteris-
ticsof theMoon'ssurfaceand near-surfacerocks.
" The followingtypesof photographshavebeenusedor areavailablefor
lunargeologicstudiesand siteevaluations.
I. LunarOrbiterIV photographsprovidethe onlycompletecoverageof
the near sideof theMoon. Resolutionis approximatelyI00meters. The aver-
age altitudeof the spacecraftwas 300 kilometers.
2. LunarOrbiterI, IS, and Ell photographscoversmallequatorial
areasand lunarOrbiterV photographscoversomepotential andingsitesand
partsof theMoon'sfar side.
3. HandheldHasselbladphotographsfromApollomissionsare available.
The qualityand resolutionarevariablebut therearemany excellentphoto-
graphs.
4. PhotographsfromthreeRangerand fiveSurveyorunmannedmissions
showa high resolutionof smallareas.
5. Apollo15, 16, and 17 (Jmissions)metric(76-millimeterfocal
length)and panoramic(610-millimeterfocallength)photographsare of excel-
lentqualitywithpreciseorientation(metric),high resolution(panoramic),
and overlapfor stereoviewing. The coveragewas limitedto the centralre-
gionof Moon but provideda wide rangeof lightingconditions.
6. NumerousApollohandheldandbracket-mountedphotographsfromthe
lunarmoduleand the lunarrovingvehicleare available.
Photographsthatcontributedto the large-scale(1:1000000)geologic
map seriesof theMoon'snear side,in orderof increasingobservationaldata
quality,are as follows.
Data used No. of maps
Telescopicphotographsandvisualobservations..... 17
LunarOrbiterand telescopicphotographs........ 23
Apollometricand panoramic,LunarOrbiter,
and telescopic photographs .............. 4
44
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Depending on model requirements of the operations_ the geologic maps of the
Moon presently available may not provide adequate information for the selec-
tion of lunar resources mining sites. Many of the maps do not show geologic
and terrain units smaller than several kilometers in size and do not show
some details of structure and materials possibly important to site selection_
such as boulder fields_ ejecta boundaries_ secondary craters_ etc. The rela-
tively few maps of the equatorial region made from Apollo high-resolution pho-
tographs (from the mapping and panoramic cameras) cover very small areas.
They do provide valuable information, however_ on the characteristics of
ejecta blankets9 including boulder distributions and textural changes as dis-
tance from the crater rim crest increases. Also_ most of the available geo-
logical maps show reliable relative age classifications of craters based on
morphologic and superposition criteria; the maps clearly define young craters
and their ejecta blankets as well as mare regions of contrasting albedo. Pre-
sumably_ many of these blankets consist of light-matrix breccias having a rel-
atively high plagioclase content, whereas the darker mare regions are high in
iron and titanium.
Possible Lunar Mining Sites
In order to focus the geologic studies that aid in site selection_ it is
necessary to choose a resource model having the desired characteristics of
mineral type, quantity of ore_ and topography. The model selected for this
discussion is based on plagioclase as the dominant ore mineral with an abun-
dant source of iron and titanium nearby that could be mined as a joint opera-
tion. The location should be within ±I0 ° of the lunar equator to permit effi-
cient use of a mass-driver. This model is believed to be best satisfied by
the ejecta blankets of fresh-appearing young craters having minimum diameters
of approximately i0 kilometers and located on patches of dark (and relatively
blue) mare material. Ten kilometers was somewhat arbitrarily selected as a
lower limit because smaller craters may not exhume submare material except_
of course9 where the craters border or lie on highland rocks (as at the North
Ray Crater_ Apollo 16 site).
With this model in mind 9 available geologic maps of the lunar near side
equatorial region were examined and 17 prime-candidate sites were selected
(table VI). Table Vl also lists six special craters that either are in
regions of very dark mare or are known to have very anorthite-rich ejecta
(North and South Ray). The craters listed in table VI are plotted in figure
5 along with the groundtracks from the later Apollo missions. Unfortunately_
the groundtracks (and photographic footprints) do not include 13 of these
prime sites. The remaining four, however, can be studied and mapped in more
detail using Apollo data. Moreover_ such studies might reveal additional
areas of interest not recognized on the smaller-scale map reviews.
For craters on the Apollo groundtracks_ the high-resolution metric9 the
pano_amic_ and possibly the on-ground photographs should provide detailed in-
formation on the extent of crater ejecta blankets_ distribution of boulders
by size and their abundance in crater rim materials_ and perhaps details of
topography useful in estimating ejecta thicknesses.
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Apollo photographs might also provide some indication of mare regolith
thicknesschangesin somesmall-craterfloormorphologiesthatare possibly
attributable to the depth of the regolith-bedrock interface. Mare thick-
nesses could be established, within limits, by measuring buried crater rims
(refs. 18 and 19) and analyzing gravity data (refs. 20 and 21). Crater
frequency-distribution studies and new techniques involving crater degrada-
tion rates would provide relative age estimates of the surfaces around the
candidate sites; these data would be useful should regolith maturity be a fac-
tor in site selection.
Certainly, the additional amount of geologic information provided by the
Apollo photography would enable highly detailed maps (1:25 000 scale and
" larger) to be made of several prospective resource sites. Also, the large
amount of remote-sensing data from these missions would constitute an addi-
tional basis for the ultimate selection of one site over another, possibly by
indicating the relative abundance of minerals and/or elements and their ef-
fect on ore quality.
As in many studies, unexpected developments may occur, especially as
more detailed observations are made and information is obtained by new
orbital or in situ investigations. Some of these developments may relate
to small craters that have impacted mare basalt and whose ejecta blankets
may be highly contaminated with basalt fragments - particularly in their
outer reaches where the upper parts of the original target surfaces tend to
be concentrated. These ejecta blankets may also contain highly heterogeneous
mineral assemblages. It is conceivable, too, that the best and most readily
obtainable sources for plagioclase may occur in massifs along or near large
basin rings.
GEOPHYSICALMETHODS
Geophysics can enter into resource assessment in three distinct ways:
discovery, volume evaluation, and remote determination of mechanical prop-
erties of the resource deposit. The last aspect is important in determining
the mineability of a given deposit.
Discovery
The discovery of a given resource target by geophysical means requires
a physical-property contrast between the target and the surrounding material.
In the following discussion, for the most part, the ore minerals will be re-
stricted to plagioclase and ilmenite. The physical properties of interest
are seismicvelocity,density,dielectricconstant,electricalconductivity,
magneticsusceptibility,remanentmagnetization,and thermalconductivity.
Possiblemeasurementsthatcan be obtainedfromorbitare gravity,mag-
neticfield, infrared,microwaveemission,and active radar. With a single
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possible exception, orbital geophysics is not an effective tool for the dis-
covery of plagioclase or ilmenite deposits; i.e., geophysical measurements
are inferior to geochemical measurements in this regard.
Gravity measurements do not provide adequate spatial resolution and suf-
fer from uniqueness of interpretation, far overshadowing the lower density
that a high-grade anorthosite deposit might have relative to that in "normal"
highlands.
Magnetic-field measurements at the scale of interest are dominated by
local remanent fields. Correlation of these fields with chemical composition
has not been established.
Thermal conductivity affects infrared and microwave emission_ but varia-
tlons are dominated by bulk density and not by composition. Similarly 9 di-
electric constant variations are dominated by density.
Electrical conductivity_ or equivalent loss tangent (tan 6), is more
sensitive to ilmenite content than to density at frequencies greater than I00
kilohertz (ref. 22). At 450 megahertz_ a regression fit was found to the
Apollo 16 data of
tan 6 = [(0.0015 ± 0.0012) + (0.00009 ± 0.00022)C] 0
where C is the percent of ferrous oxide (FeO) + titanium oxide (TiO2) and 0
is the density. Microwave radiometry and active radar are both sensitive to
tan _, but the former does not provide adequate spatial resolution from orbit
for the current problem. Low reflectivity in Earth-based 70-centimeter wave-
length data has been attributed to high TiO 2 content in the regolith (ref.
23). Such an interpretation assumes that a significant component of the
radar backscatter arises from a regolith-bedrock interface or from subsurface
rocks and that the presence of a high TiO 2 content attenuates the subsurface
signal contribution. If this supposition is correct_ then areas of thick
regolith might be incorrectly interpreted as regions of high TiO 2. Never-
theless, the hypothesis may be valid and more laboratory measurements of tan
as a function of frequency for various TiO 2 concentrations may be required.
Additionally, further studies of the correlations between orbital and Earth-
based geochemically derived TiO 2 abundances and radar results may be required.
Although dependent on the frequency or frequencies of selection_ radar
imagers and altimeters that could carry out appropriate measurements exist or
are being planned for future missions. These instruments could potentially
add the vertical dimension to high-ilmenite areas mapped by geochemical
means.
On the surface 9 gravitational9 magnetic_ electrical_ and seismic methods
can be used in addition to direct measurements of heat flow. Physical prop-
erty contrasts certainly exist for high-grade anorthosite relative to
"normal" highlands. It is doubtful_ however_ whether these contrasts are de-
tectable with standard geophysical approaches. In the regolith, most of the
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geophysically relevant properties are controlled by density and not by chemi-
cal composition.
Surface electrical methods are directly applicable to determining il-
menite content of the regolith, given that the loss tangent is proportional
to the FeO + TiO2 content. Caution must be exercised, however 9 in a modest
ambiguity between the FeO + TiO2 content and the density (ref. 24). The di-
electric constant can apparently be used to remove this ambiguity. A number
of different electrical prospecting techniques are applicable to the determi-
nation of regolith thickness and loss tangent. One technique, the surface
electrical properties experiment (ref. 25)9 was used on the Apollo 17 mission
to map variations of subsurface dielectric constant and loss tangent. The ex-
periment consisted of field-strength measurements as a function of transmitter-
receiver separation. The transmitter consisted of two orthogonal dipole
antennas operating at i, 29 4, 8, 16, and 32 megahertz. The signals were
received on the lunar rover with three orthogonal coils. The basic data set
consisted of plots of field strength versus distance for several frequencies
(ref. 24). At the Apollo 17 site9 the surface electrical properties experi-
ment mapped a regolith thickness of 7 ± i meter9 a loss tangent of 0.008 ±
0.0049 and a relative dielectric constant of 3.8 ± 0.2.
The surface electrical properties experiment represents a prototype
lunar-rover technique for measuring regolith thickness and FeO + TiO2 con-
tent.
Volume Evaluation
In a scenario for ilmenite or plagioclase exploration, the horizontal ex-
tent of the deposit is assumed to be delineated by geochemical means. Be-
cause of the ease of extraction, it is assumed the economic ore is confined
to the regolith 9 on the order of i to i0 meters thick, verification that the
surface composition extends to the base of the regolith is ultimately pro-
vided by drilling and coring, with the possible exception of FeO + TiO 2 map-
ping by electrical methods 9 as discussed previously. If, however 9 it is
assumed that the regolith is of uniform vertical composition at any point on
the surface, then volume determination consists of determining the depth to
the base of the regolith. Both seismic and electrical techniques may be used
to map the base of the regolith layer.
One electrical technique has been discussed previously; others are possi-
ble for mapping the regolith base. One possibility is a high-frequency
monostatic pulsed radar. Such a radar could operate in the low-gigahertz
range with a bandwidth of approximately I00 megahertz to give approximately
a 1-meter resolution. If the loss tangent is approximately 0.001 at this fre-
quency, then this radar could receive signals at a depth of 20 meters with an
attenuation of no more than I0 decibels.
Seismic refraction methods were quite successful during the Apollo 14,
16, and 17 missions in determining the thickness and velocity of the lunar
regolith (ref. 26). The seismic refraction experiment consisted of a seismic
energy source, a geophone array, and a recording system. On the Apollo 14
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and 16 missions, the energy source was a squlb-fired thumper. The explosive
squib contained approximately 100 milligrams of explosive and generated seis-
mic energy slightly less than that of a blasting cap (ref. 27). The squib was
fired directly into a ground coupling plate, which distributed seismic energy
over a wider area than did the squib alone.
The seismic refraction method is an obvious candidate to survey a target
area for regolith volume and velocity. The latter property is important in
mlneabillty determinations. The key development item is a reusable seismic
energy source. Further, the rover technology of picking up and laying geo-
phone arrays will have to be developed.
Mineability
Mineability, as used here, is the ease by which, from a mechanical
standpoint_ regolith can be mined and processed. The most important aspect
is that the regolith be relatively fine grained; i.e., free of large rocks.
The task of geophysical exploration is to evaluate the quantity of rocky mate-
rial in the regolith subsurface before drilling and to rate one target area
over another in terms of mineability.
Two orbital techniques are sensitive to rocks in and on top of the
regolith: infrared radiometry and active radar.
An infrared scanning radiometer was flown on the Apollo 17 mission (ref.
28) with a 2-kilometer resolution at 100-kilometer orbital altitude and a +2
K measurement accuracy. Thermal enhancements in nighttime temperatures
mapped with this instrument are associated with the presence of rocks to a
depth of a few tens of centimeters. According to Mendell and Low (ref. 29),
"The intensity and duration of an anomaly in the lunar night are functions of
the size distribution and the number density of the rock populations. Gener-
ally, the rocks must be larger than a decimeter to have a noticeable thermal
effect." Mendell (ref. 30) states that a "mature regolith" can be defined in
terms of an infrared emission having no thermal enhancement and that compo-
nents of this mature regolith are at "a depth greater than a meter everywhere
and no grain-size fraction larger than I0 cm."
Absence of material larger than I0 centimeters tens of centimeters from
the surface does not guarantee this material would not exist to the base of
any given regolith, particularly in view of lateral deposition caused by cra-
ter impact. Nevertheless_ an orbital infrared survey could easily eliminate
unmineable areas in terms of probable rock fraction. Mendell (ref. 30) is
able to estimate the percentage of rock "outcrops" from the infrared data.
There should be no difficulty in improving the resolution and tempera-
ture sensitivity of the Apollo instrument_ if required, for future orbital
surveys.
Active radar provides a means of probing for subsurface rocks. De-
polarized returns and off-axis polarized returns are sensitive to the vol-
ume distribution of rocks in the regolith. Schaber et al. (ref. 23) claim_
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for example, that centimeter radar is sensitive to 20-centimeter to 7-meter
rocks that are buried no deeper than 20 meters. Areas of low radar return
may indicate areas of low rock-distribution density or areas of high absorp-
tion due to an increased FeO + TiO 2 content_ as discussed previously. Any
radar technique that attempts to map Subsurface rock distribution must cali-
brate out signal attenuation due to chemistry, such chemistry having been de-
termined by orbital geochemical means. Further, a quantitative theory relat-
ing radar brightness to rock population must be substantiated.
Earth-based radar may not provide proper resolution to carry out the
required survey. An orbital survey is properly carried out in terms of a
calibrated polarized/depolarized side-looking imaging radar. Much of the ca-
pability for conducting this type experiment is being developed for the Venus
Orbiting Imaging Radar (VOIR) mission.
Surface measurements to ascertain subsurface rock content center on re-
flection seismics and radar. Both experiments would be characterized by
short pulses (wide bandwidth) and high timing accuracy and would determine
the subsurface nature of rock distribution in terms of time delay and echo
strength, operating in a surface traverse (mapping) mode. Both instruments
require development.
In addition, velocities determined from refraction seismic experiments
may be used to directly infer gross density of the regolith9 a physical param-
eter that may directly relate _o mineability and very indirectly to composi-
tion.
In summary_ a large amount of new instrument development does not appear
to be required to carry out the assessment of high-grade plagioclase and
ilmenite deposits on the Moon. The largest issue may be the problem of
packaging existing instruments into a remotely controlled rover capability.
Two areas of potential instrument development are wide-ban_ surface radars
and wide-band reflection seismics.
GEOCHEMICAL INSTRUMENTS
Geochemical instruments provide elemental chemical analyses and analyses
of the mineral composition and the mineral-to-glass ratio. These data may be
used in various ways and at various points in the evaluation and extraction
of lunar resources. Many of these data can be acquired using orbital instru-
ments; however, instruments placed on the lunar surface will often differ in
important ways from those used by or considered for unmanned planetary probes
simply because more is known about the Moon and thus lunar resource questions
can often be stated more precisely than general planetary questions. The
instruments, therefore, can often concentrate on making superior measurements
under a more restricted range of analytical situations. One can also antici-
pate that weight and power constraints will be relaxed, partly because of
advances in technology and partly because any space program that uses lunar
resources will probably be replete with rather massive spacecraft that have
rather abundant sources of electrical power.
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Better orbital instruments are expected because of the Apollo experience
and improved technology_ both in spacecraft technology and in instrument tech-
nology. In the context of resource-site evaluation_ some of these instru-
ments will need higher spatial resolution than current versions have and most
of them should return data that are more interpretable than at present. This
latter feature may be possible because the data will have a more direct link
between variations in the measured signals and variations in the elemental
and mineralogical compositions of the lunar surfaces or because this link is
better understood. These instruments may not differ greatly from those used
in the general planetary program.
The instruments for conducting chemical and mineralogical analyses on
the lunar surface may differ substantially from those designed for general
planetary use_ especially those used later in the evaluation. The later
stages of evaluation are expected to overlap the start of mining and extrac-
tion operations. During these operations_ there will almost certainly be a
requirement to monitor the composition of the feedstock before it is mined or
as it enters the processing plant so that the operation of the plant can be
adjusted. The analytical requirements of the latter stages of evaluation_
and especially of the monitoring of the feedstock_ are closer to those of a
process-control situation than to those of planetary science. In any extrac-
tion process_ analytical needs will emanate from process-control requirements.
Although process control is not discussed in any length elsewhere in this docu-
ment_ it is mentioned here because it is expected to produce a much larger
analytical task than the evaluation process and to share instrumentation
with the latter stages of site evaluation. Process-control instruments are
designed to measure a small number of informative variables in fixed analyt-
ical situations_ in contrast to planetary science instruments_ which are de-
signed to measure a wide range of elemental and mineralogical abundances in
an imprecisely anticipated situation.
Orbital Instruments
The remote-sensing instruments described and discussed here will be used
on a spacecraft in lunar orbit. Earth-based remote-sensing instruments will
have aminor role in evaluating potential resource sites because of their
poor spatial resolution relative to the requirements and because of the lim-
itations imposed by the Earth's atmosphere. Remote sensing from Earth-
orbiting spacecraft may be more important because of the freedom from atmos-
pheric interference. If a long-focal-length astronomical telescope in Earth
orbit (a space telescope_ for example) were used in site evaluation_ the
spatial resolution would be improved to something better than 1.0 kilometer
and useful spectral reflectance data would be obtained if there had not been
a previous lunar polar orbiter carrying a spectral reflectance experiment
covering the same wavelength range. With this possible exceptionj the ac-
quisition of additional remote-sensing data will be from lunar orbit because
the spatial resolution required can only be obtained that way. For any re-
source site in near-equatorial or near-polar areas_ orbiting instruments
having high spatial resolution can be effectively used because of the high
density of groundtracks that polar orbits provide in polar areas and that
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equatorial orbits provide in equatorial areas. The high density of ground-
tracks also allows a buildup of contiguous and overlapping coverage from
narrow strips or small spots of high-resolution coverage, thus providing
both high-resolution and wide-area coverage of a candidate site.
The geochemical instruments expected to be used on a lunar orbiter
supporting the evaluation of resource sites are as follows.
i. X-ray fluorescence spectrometer
2. Reflectance spectrometer operating in the ultraviolet_ visible_ and
infrared regions
3. Gamma-ray spectrometer
4. Neutron detectors
5. Alpha-particle spectrometer
6. Spectrometer operating in the thermal infrared regions
7. "Laser" spectrometer
An important feature of remote-sensing data for the Moon is that it is
more interpretable than data for other planetary bodies because of the avail-
able lunar samples and the relative wealth of information about the Moon.
Three techniques have already proven highly valuable in lunar studies: orbital
X-ray fluorescence, orbital gamma-ray spectroscopy, and spectral reflectance
spectroscopy. Building on this experience, all three techniques can provide
greatly improved results when used on a future lunar orbiter_ partly because
the use of these techniques to study the Moon is better understood and partly
because much better instruments can now be built.
Additional chemical data can be inferred from the limited set of ele-
ments that can be determined by remote-sensing methods because the inter-
element ratios in most lunar soils and series of rocks vary in a systematic
fashion. This has been most recently shown by the use of pattern-recognition
techniques. It has been shown (refs. 31 and 32) that, given the analysis of
four or five selected elements for lunar materials_ the concentration of the
remaining elements can be predicted within a certainty of I0 to 20 percent
of the element present for lunar materials. For example_ measuring the con-
centrations of silicon_ aluminum_ iron_ titanium9 potassium_ and uranium by
remote methods permits one to predict the concentration of other elements
that might be needed.
Instruments for Landed Spacecraft
i
Instruments for landed spacecraft will very probably base their meas-
urements on the same physics as the remote-sensing instruments. The major
operational difference will be that they will include sources of nuclear or
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electromagnetic radiation to illuminate the sample and induce the characteris-
tic signals that are to be measured. The major result will be to provide
higher-quality data for more elements and minerals.
The simplest way to use these instruments is to analyze the natural
lunar surface. Various schemes to sample and prepare lunar material for anal-
ysis can be envisioned. Such schemes should meet two basic criteria: (I)
they should provide a required improvement in the datap or (2) they should be
required as a consequence of some necessary activity. The first criterion is
closely related to the instrument chosen and will not be discussed further.
The second criterion applies to a general situation that is expected to exist
for important types of samples; e.g._ samples that are obtained by drilling
or digging into the lunar regolith.
All analytical instruments - sampling and sample-preparation devices -
must meet one essential criterion; i.e._ they must be able to produce mul-
tiple analyses without significant cross contamination or loss of precision
or accuracy for the duration of rover operation_ which is expected to be sev-
eral months. A major environmental obstacle to the operation of these instru-
ments on the lunar surface is the ubiquitous and "sticky" dust that tends to
coat all exposed surfaces. This can lead to the severe degradation of opti-
cal surfaces and to the "blinding" of analytical instruments to changes in
the samples.
The more probable candidate instruments for landed spacecraft are as
follows.
I. X-ray spectrometer_ using either X-ray fluorescence or alpha excita-
tion of the characteristic X-radiation.
2. Gamma-ray spectrometer_ either passive or with a neutron generator.
3. Alpha backscatter.
4. Spectral reflectance spectrometer using an artificial light source.
5. X-ray diffractometer_ perhaps in a combined instrument that provides
for both X-ray fluorescence and X-ray diffraction.
6. Possibly an instrument to analyze the gases released when lunar soil
is heated. Mass sectrometers_ gas chromatographs_ or spectral-adsorption
methods represent the major instrument types.
The quality of the X-ray and gamma-ray instruments will be much higher
if silicon_ lithium_ and intrinsic germanium detectors can be used. The use
of these detectors requires that they be cooled to approximately the tempera-
ture of liquid nitrogen. For the reasons stated previously_ this is not
expected to be a severe problem for a space program that uses lunar materials
as industrial feedstocks.
Given the combined analytical capabilities of X-ray_ neutron-gamma_ and
alpha backscatter methods (especially with the use of silicon_ lithium_ and
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intrinsic germanium detectors), it is almost certain that the concentrations
of all chemical elements of interest can be measured with the required preci-
sion and accuracy using remotely controlled instruments. The successful oper-
ation of these instruments for the long times required will depend on the
mating of analytical instrumentation to robotics.
AUTOMATEDSYSTEMS
Automated systems will be needed for any program designed to use lunar
resources. Some of the tools that will be needed for prospecting and early
resource development on the Moon are considered in this section. Although
these tools cannotall be described in detail without better definition of
the tasks they will be needed for, enough knowledge already exists to list
the main functions needed and - of particular importance for current plan-
ning - to describe preliminary R&D programs that should be started now.
Functional Requirements for Automated Lunar Prospecting
and Resource Demonstration
Given information on local topography, average surface composition for
some elements and minerals, and a relevant geological model of a target site
some tens of kilometers in extent, the next need is mobile exploration on the
surface. An ability to drill or dig below the surface would be highly desir-
able. The analytical instruments are presumed to have been chosen using
site-specific criteria and knowledge of the feedstocks that are acceptable to
subsequent extraction and/or manufacturing processes.
The general abilities that would be needed in almost any conceivable
case and items that may or may not be needed are briefly discussed in the fol-
lowing paragraphs.
Mobility.- Mobility on the lunar surface is absolutely essential to
prospecting and assaying. Limited mobility has, of course, already been
demonstrated by the Lunokhods and manned Apollo rovers, and reasonably good
knowledge of both the Moon and rover mechanisms exists as a basis for system
design. A prospecting/assaying rover, however, must meet new requirements:
(I) it must have essentially unlimited range and endurance; (2) as a neces-
sary requirement for prospecting in high lunar latitudes, it must be able to
operate, at least for limited times and distances, out of sight from Earth;
and (3) since the rover's movement is essentially a service function, its
obstacle-crossing, slope-negotiation, and crisis-extrication abilities should
be as high as possible. An example might be the ability to go into and out
of a typical lunar volcanic vent or a sinuous rille, which neither the Apollo
rover nor the Lunokhod could safely achieve.
In situ material characterization.- Given the ability to move around,
the next need is for observation systems to determine what is found. A rudi-
mentary example is the Lunokhod X-ray spectrometer, which could measure the
approximate concentrations of a few elements along the rover's path. A rich
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opportunity exists for research and development of more capable analytical in-
struments and data systems for this purpose. Until now, the few known appli-
cable principles (alpha backscatter, X-ray fluorescence and diffractometry,
gama-ray spectrometry, reflectance spectroscopy, neutron activation, etc.)
have been pursued only as possible scientific instruments, being developed in
principle by individual experimenters in the hope of being selected for a
flight mission. A more aggressive and integrated approach could be pursued
at modest cost, using the existing scientific instrument development as a
point of departure. An important functional requirement to be met would be
to measure, along the rover's path, enough properties of the lunar surface so
that decisions can be made whether to stay and investigate more thoroughly or
to continue to the next scheduled halt. This requirement generates a need
for compositional measurements of the regolith and for knowledge of the local
geological and geophysical relationships, permitting the exercise of the same
kinds of judgment that are applied in prospecting on Earth. In other words,
the rover must have not only analytical instruments but also an imaging sys-
tem. Because one of the most important resources may be in the permanently
shadowed areas of the polar regions or because it may be desirable to oper-
ate during lunar twilight or night, lights should be seriously considered
and may be essential. In view of the peculiar backscatter and shadowing
properties of lunar soil, the source of illumination must not be too close
to the camera. The characteristics of a lunar exploration rover and the
functions that it should be capable of executing are summarized as follows.
Required functions and abilities:
I. Full operation during lunar days and partial operation during lunar
nights
2. Remotely operable from Earth
3. Operation out of sight of Earth with at least partial autonomy
4. Adequate communications with Earth
5. Imaging systems with a metric capability
6. Navigation capability adequate for mine-site layout
7. Limited self-maintenance capability
8. Basic site-evaluation instruments and manipulative abilities
Minimal site evaluation requirements:
I. Determination of the mechanical properties of the soil, including
packing characteristics, density, and stickiness
J
2. Determination of the presence and size distribution of boulders at
the surface and at various depths up to i0 meters
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3. Determination of the depth of the regolith_ which determines the
volume of the deposit to be mined
4. Determination of the rolling resistance of the soil, which, along
with grade, affects the energy required for transport of ore to the process-
ing plant
5. Acquisition of both surface and subsurface samples at many locations
to determine the purity and homogeneity of the ore
6. Sample analysis to determine composition
7. Ability to deploy and retrieve instruments
Manipulation and analysis.- Having analyzed the lunar regolith in situ,
there will very probably be a need to further characterize the material by di-
rectly sampling it and separating the various components. This might involve
nothing more than simple sieving of soils with magnetic separation of iron
particles. The samples might be fed into instruments that cannot analyze the
regolith in situ_ such as X-ray diffractometers, thermal extraction systems,
etc. Many physical property measurements require direct manipulation of the
regolith.
The field is wide open for R&D on remote analytical instrumentation ap-
plied to resource prospecting. A point of departure for this work is dis-
cussed in reference 33, the result of an inquiry several years ago in which
various scientists were asked to define instrumentation requirements for au-
tomated9 long-range lunar rovers. The minimal needs appear to be for placing
and retrieving instruments and samples from the surface and for drilling or
digging beneath the surface. A number of manipulators_ arms, and other sam-
ple acquisition devices exist or have been designed that appear suitable for
these tasks (refs. 34 and 35).
Basic rover configuration.- The rover must have superior terrain accommo-
dation in order to avoid or surmount holes_ boulders_ and other obstacles. A
six-wheeled articulated vehicle has been built and seems appropriate for the
task (ref. 36).
The rover should have manipulators9 metric-imaging systems 9 and lights.
In view of the peculiar backscattering and shadowing properties of the lunar
soil_ provision must be made to place lights some distance from the camera.
The rover will be powered by a solar-cell array and batteries. Radioisotope
thermoelectric generator (RTG) power is not suitable_ primarily because its
gamma and neutron radiation will strongly interfere with the radiation-
detecting instrumentation used in rock analysis.
Consideration should be given to making any site-exploration rover as
adaptive as possible for future mining uses. Such uses could include the ca-
pacity for initial site preparation employing such functions as digging9
loading, and moving at least limited quantities of soil. These functions
could be undertaken by adding digging tools or blades to the rover or pro-
viding attachment points so that they could be added at later stages. By
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making a flexible site-exploration rover of this kind, transportation costs
for additional vehicles would be reduced.
Further rover requirements may include the ability to explore for
"exotic" minerals or concentrated ore deposits. The principal additions to
the basic site-evaluation rover for these new functions would include the fol-
lowing.
I. Superior mobility and terrain accommodation with winch self-
extrication devices, self-righting ability, and levered locomotion (walking)
devices
2. Increased ability to operate at night or in shadows
3. Increased range/speeds
4. Great increase in autonomous operation and data storage ability
5. Lunar radio relay or orbital radio control
Automated Systems Summary
A site-evaluation rover could be made wit_ modest advances of existing
technology. Many of the basic functions, such as power, locomotion, imaging,
manipulation, and human supervisory control, have been investigated (refs.
37 through 46).
However, careful study and analysis should continue because predictable
advances in computers, software, and microelectronics will make any task in-
volving automation progressively easier in the near future. Although current
hardware is certainly adequate, a thousandfold increase in.processing speed
and a thousandfold decrease in size can be expected in the next 15 years.
Even sooner, probably within the next 5 years, such commercial products as
16-bit single-chip computers with 32-bit addressing; single-chip 64-channel
data acquisition systems; and single chips capable of Fast Fourier Transforms
(FFT) and the Chirp Z-transform, among others, will be available. The large
address space and word size will aid onboard data reduction, especially of
images. An FFT chip will allow onboard edge enhancement and data compression
of images now done on the ground. Many channeled data acquisition chips
will allow the interrogation of many distributed instruments in a simple way.
Finally, the integration of what are now considered separate subsystems onto
single chips will decrease the number of connections and modules on the space-
craft, giving greater reliability.
These advances, which will occur independently of lunar-resource explor-
ation programs, are highly significant because analytical techniques that
might ,be rejected now because of their complexity may be easily within the
capabilities of future spacecraft electronics.
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RESEARCHAND DEVELOPMENTTASKS
For each of the general R&D activities shown in table I, the workshop
group came up with specific tasks that could be started now so as to begin
making serious progress toward the goals of evaluating and using lunar re-
sources. These research efforts can be divided into three categories: (I)
tasks that can be done using existing lunar samples and data to learn more
about the Moon's resources, (2) technology tasks that can be done here on
Earth to develop and demonstrate techniques needed for exploiting lunar
resources, and (3) tasks, both scientific and technological, that can only
be done near or on the Moon.
Needed efforts of the first category were outlined in a previous
workshop (ref. 6, pp. 40-41). It was recognized that there is a feedback
interaction between the processing method and what one must know about the
feedstock; e.g., some methods are sensitive to impurities and some are not.
Therefore, research on processing methods should proceed in parallel with
research involving lunar samples and simulants.
A significant conclusion of the present workshop and other studies (ref.
15) is that some lunar resources can be extracted and converted to useful
products without needing major new technology developments; e.g., using bulk
lunar soil in its natural state for thermal and radiation shielding. Other
possible resources, however, will require new technology; e.g., if buried
polar ice is found, a method must be devised for digging or drilling down
into it, extracting it (probably by heating), and then refreezing or other-
wise storing it for future use - all in darkness and out of sight of the
Earth.
If we wanted to start vigorously now to prepare for a wide range of pos-
sible futures, a long list of worthwhile technology-development tasks could
be generated. However, it was the consensus of the workshop group that a
more selective approach may be needed if anything useful is to be initiated in
the near term. Therefore, in the following list, only those Earth-based tech-
nology tasks are outlined that are now considered to be (I) practical based
on present knowledge, (2) of basic importance in using lunar resources, and
(3) critical in the sense that the outcome may illuminate or even force fu-
ture program decisions, depending on what is found in the as-yet-unexplored
parts of the Moon. We have also attempted to list the tasks in a rough prior-
ity, placing scenario-independent tasks ahead of scenario-dependent ones; how-
ever, all the described tasks are considered essential if a serious effort is
started to find and develop lunar resources, especially those of high grade.
I. Simulated lunar soil. A prerequisite for most of the processing-
technique experiments is a raw material that simulates natural lunar soil.
For some processes, only a rough simulant (e.g., ground basalt) may be
needed; however, for others, a more accurate simulation will be required.
For example, no natural Earth material duplicates the peculiar surface
properties of lunar soil grains, and these can be important for both chem-
ical and physical reasons. Should it prove extremely difficult to make
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soilsduplicatingtheseproperties,the useof smallamountsof actuallunar
soilshouldbe considered.
2. Simplesolarprocessordemonstration.Sincesolar-wind-implanted
gasesare easilyreleasedby moderateheatingof lunarsoils_it appearslogi-
cal to try to extracttheseusefulproductseven though_as pointedout else-
wherein thisreportptheirquantityis quitesmall. The technologlcalprob-
lem is whetherit is more efficienttomove a largeamountof sollpast a
solarenergyconcentratorand gas collectoror tomove the concentratorand
collectorpast the soil. Laboratoryexperimentsusingany of severalavail-
able solarfurnacesare feasible_providedthata suitablelunarsollor
simulantcan be used,
3. Furtherevaluationof lunarresourcecandidatesitesusingavailable
data. Severalsitesand a largeamountof existingdata couldbe used to pre-
parea siteevaluation.This effortcouldtake thefollowingform.
Mappingprogram Time
(manyears)
ExamineApollophotographswithintheequatorial
zoneto confirmfivepreliminarysitesand/orto
selectmore prospectivelocations 0.5
Construct detailed geologic maps of sites chosen
using a map scale of 1:250 000 to 1:50 000 1.5
Combine geologic information with remote sensing_
topographic data_ etc._ for final site selection 0.5
Make highly detailed geologic maps of (a) entire
crater ejecta area including parts of adjacent
mare (1:25 000 scale) and (b) map most prospective
sector (30°?) of crater ejecta blanket showing
boulder fields_ ridges_ secondary craters_ and any
other features affecting mining operations_ volume
of ore_ etc. 0.5
Total effort (minimum) 3.0
Together with the studies outlined above but as a separate effort_ a lunar re-
sources map covering all the Apollo photography should be constructed. The
map would incorporate photogeology interpretations_ sample returns 9 geophysi-
cal and geochemical data_ and meaningful correlations between these data
sets. The map would delineate major lunar rock units such as mariaj light
plains (Cayley)9 highland rocks_ and significant crater ejecta blankets.
Emphasis would be placed on the various mineral and element assemblages and
their boundaries_ however_ rather than on rock lithologies inferred from
their morphologic expressions.
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4. Robotics. In most of the scenarios considered, it will be necessary
for some machines to move about on the lunar surface; to drill or dig into
soils; and to collect, manipulate, and characterize samples. This need gener-
ates a set of R&D objectives for lunar rovers and their instrument/manipulator .
payloads as outlined earlier in this report. Much of the required technology
is already being developed for other applications (refs. 47 and 48 give the
most recent summary). Features unique to the lunar-resource applications are
as follows.
a. Systems must survive and operate with essentially unlimited life-
time in the lunar environment (vacuum9 long and large temperature cycles_ and
sticky dirt on everything).
b. Systems must be able to operate, at least for limited periods,
in the dark and out of sight from Earth, perhaps with the aid of an orbital
relay.
c. Close human supervision, at least while in direct view of Earth,
is feasible and desirable, in contrast9 for example, to rovers operating on
Mars.
Earth-based experimental development of these rover principles can readily be
carried out at modest cost and should be, so that the essential service func-
tions of the rover are well-proved by the time they are needed on the Moon.
5. Processing technologies. The technology for developing process
methods is listed after the previous items not because they are less impor-
tant - on the contrary, they are central to all but the most elementary uses
of lunar resources - but because, as pointed out earlier9 scenario-
independent items are being listed first and the processing R&D is somewhat
scenario-dependent.
Typical processes are presented in references 13_ 14,.and 15. These con-
ceptual cycles take in lunar soil and solar energy and put out aluminum and
other metals, silica, and oxygen as products. Although there is no question
of chemical practicality since very similar processes have been routinely
used on Earth9 a development of this process for use on the Moon would re-
quire new technology, beginningwith the primary power source (presumably
solar) and including all the needed machinery. Because of the high cost of
bringing materials from Earth, it will be worthwhile to advance the tech-
nologies affecting the mass of the processing plant 9 its needed reagent
makeup rate, and its operating lifetime. (The latter is important because
a small plant operating for a long time can produce the same product stock-
pile as a larger plant working for a shorter time.)
Mineral-dressing equipment should be built and tested here on Earth on
simulated lunar soils.
A pilot plant needs to be constructed using the above equipment and
tested on simulated lunar soil. The pilot plant should have design changes
incorporated and then be retested, first on the simulated materials and then
on stored lunar soils. Once the equipment is working on Earth on lunar
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regolith9 it will be ready to be transported to the Moon for testing on lunar
soils.
6. Tasks that can only be done on the Moon. Though many of the essen-
tial questions can be answered by research on Earth, some of them can only be
answered by observation of and operation on the Moon. The needed lunar re-
search is again scenario-dependent. Regarding bulk soil 9 no further lunar re-
connaissance is needed and the precursor missions, if any, would merely con-
stitute a checkout. In the other assumed scenarios, precursor missions would
be essential and would have two purposes: (I) to prospect for and assay opti-
mal or new lunar resources and (2) to confirm 9 demonstrate9 and evaluate the
automated onsite functions needed for resource extraction and processing. The
workshop group concludes that9 in those instances where precursor missions
are needed, they should be of three types:
a. Overhead survey by instrumented orbiters
b. Mobile surface exploration in one or more selected target regions
c. Automated small-scale processing demonstration with the intent not
only to check out the required functions but also to begin building a product
cache to be used by later missions
In the 1977 summer study of near-Earth resources (ref. 6) 9 NASA's pro-
posed scientific Lunar Polar Orbiter (LPO) (ref. 49) was examined as a can-
didate for the orbital resource survey and it was concluded that the mission
would be well-suited to the purpose with no changes in its instrumentation
and only minor changes in its operations. The LPO would make a complete map
of lunar surface compositions for several elements and minerals on a scale of
kilometers to tens of kilometers; it would also map relevant geophysical pa-
rameters including gravity_ magnetism, and heat flow. If polar ice were pres-
ent within a meter or so of the surface, the LPO would detect it by the cosmic-
ray-excited gamma rays from hydrogen in the ice.
Assuming a prospective site was found in the orbital survey_ the next
logical step would be an automated surface-roving traverse with an analytical
instrument/manipulator payload. This mission would provide the needed proof
(ground truth) of the existence and extent of the resource and determine the
recoverabiliy of the resources and associated problems (soil consistency_
regolith depth, rock population, local topography9 and thermal environment).
In principle, this rover could also carry a miniature automated process-
demonstration plant. However, in the judgment of the workshop group_ this
would unduly complicate the mobile prospecting/assaying mission and should in-
stead be the purpose of a subsequent automated lander. The automated process
demonstrator should be designed to accept feedstock delivered by the rover
(now operating in a service rather than a survey mode)_ but it should also be
designed to collect local samples itself so as to avoid complete dependence
on t_e rover.
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The process demonstrator should convert a raw material and sunlight into
separated and refined products, which should 9 after assay to determine the ef-
fectiveness of the processing, be saved for later use. If the processor was
located near a lunar pole and produced water, this could be stored by simply
allowing the products to freeze and placing them in a dark cold trap, thus
alleviating any need for heavy storage tanks. Figure 6 is a composite of an
artist's conceptions of several systems that might be used in such a sce-
nario.
Another scenario requires that the mining, mineral beneficiation plant_
and chemical recovery pilot plants be transported to the Moon for final
testing on the equivalent of an Apollo 18 mission. Two men would be landed
near one of the lunar poles, The command module would be in a polar orbit to
survey and photograph the rest of the Moon. If the two men on the ground
were to stay 2 weeks, a complete coverage of the lunar surface could be accom-
plished by the orbiter for those instruments that do not require sunlight.
The lander should carry down the pilot plant. The rover and part of the
scientific package would be replaced by suppliesand the pilot plant. The
plant can be tested but a large exploration effort will be precluded. Even
so_ such a mission will be able to fulfill much of the coverage desired be-
fore plant-siting is accomplished. A polar area would be available for sam-
piing for volatile materials.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The workshop focused its attention on the implications for site evalua-
tion of the various scenarios for the utilization of lunar resources. At the
highest levels of abstraction, we have found that there are no technical limi-
tations on our abilities to evaluate a site. However, there are R&D tasks
that should be undertaken to increase the number of sites "available for con-
sideration_ to increase the flexibility of operations, to decrease the techni-
cal risks associated with siting, and to reduce the number of options avail-
able to planners.
- Consequently, we would recommend that resource maps be prepared for sev-
eral sites using existing data, that automated systems be developed to obtain
in situ physical and chemical data, and that R&D projects be conducted to
test and quantify the mineral beneficiation and refining processes that have
been proposed. Such activities would provide a firm base from which an ac-
tual program of utilization of lunar materials could be implemented.
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Houston, Texas, February 20, 1981
' 152-85-00-00-72
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TABLE I.- REQUIRED RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT FOR VARIOUS TYPES OF RESOURCES
Chronology Use bulk Optimize within Seek new resources
average soil present knowledge
Now I. Design studies I. Design studies I. Lunar theoretical studies
(e.g., refs. 1 and 2)
2. Make simulant 2. Review samples and 2. Thorough search of samples
data, then make and data for hints of
simulant exotics
Near future 3. Run process demon- 3. Run process demon- 3. Simulate possible raw ma-
stration on Earth stration on Earth terials; e.g., permafrost
4. Select lunar site 4. Evaluate Apollo 4. Run process experiments
sites, probably on Earth
choose one, perhaps
explore further
with a rover
Mid future 5. SurveyentireMoon from
orbit
6. Select exploration site;
explore with rover
7. Run process demon- 7. Run process demon- 7. Run process demonstra-
stration on Moon stration on Moon tion on Moon
Commit to 8. Scale up 8. Revise if needed, 8. Design compatible systems
use lunar then scale up to use product; continue
resource (5) to build stockpile for
future use
9. Scale up
Operational I0. Refine process I0. Choose between i0. Fit (5) and (8) into a
for efficiency staying at an larger system; continue
and econemy Apollo site or operating at "best" site
moving to a better known
site
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TABLE II.- POSSIBLE SATELLITE PROGRAMS FOR 1980-2000 (REF. 3)
Satellite description Mass, Quantity Quantity estimate Total mass_
kg (ton) 30 yr rationale kg (ton)
Early public service platform (PSP-I): 14 900 (14.9) 20 -I each for major 298 000 (298)
fire detection, meteorological, industrial nations
water level and fault movement, plus regions con-
diplomatic hotlines, etc. taining compatible
countries
Expanded public service platform
(PSP-2): 133 200 (133.2) I0 Top 50 percent of 1 332 000 (I 332)
border surveillance, wrist radio, industrial nations
disaster communications, and regions using
electronic mail, navigation, PSP-I
vehicle and package locator, etc.
Nuclear fuel locator (CO-7) 1 400 (1.4) 80 4 per PSP-I region 112 000 (112)
LO
Rail anticollision system (CS-13) 1 400 (1.4) 60 3 per PSP-I region 84 000 (84)
Global search and rescue (CC-I) 700 (.7) 20 Aerospace report 14.000 (14)-
Coastal anticollision radar (CO-9) 909 I00 (909.1) 30 2 per industrial 27 273 000 (27 273)
coastline .
Night illuminatora (CS-6) 45 500 (45.5) 150 70 percent of major 6-825 000 (6 825)
cities
Power relay satellitea (CS-15) 272 000 (272.7) I00 Aerospace report 27 270 000 (27 270)
Totalmass 63 208 000 (63208)
Solar Power Satellite (SPS) 97 550 000 (97 550) 9.755 000 000 (9 755 000)
aRedundant if SPS is built.
TABLE III.- MAJOR MATERIALS REQUIREMENTS OF THE SPS
(REFS. 3 AND 5)
Mass, Percent Earth baseline Application
kg (ton) of total SPS material
SPS mass
21 658 000 (21 658) 22.2 Borosilicate glass Photovoltaic cell covers
14 775 000 (14 775) 15.1 Silicon Solar cells
14 439 000 (14 439) 14.8 Fused silica glass Photovoltaic cell substrate
6 208 000 ( 6 208) 6.4 Graphite composite Primary structure for solar array
5 980 000 ( 5 980) 6.1 Copper wire Klystron and de-de converter
coils, power cables
5 257 000 ( 5 257) 5.4 Graphite composite MPTS a waveguides
3 892 000 ( 3 892) 4.0 CRES b tubing Heat pipe for klystron radiators
3 535 000 ( 3 535) 3.6 Aluminum sheet Power transmission buses_ array,
and MPTS
2 749 000 ( 2 749) 2.8 Aluminum sheet Klystron and dc-dc converter
radiators
i 820 000 ( I 820) 1.9 Copper (machine part) Klystron solenoid cavity
1 758 000 ( 1 758) 1.8 Iron Klystron solenoid and transformer
for dc-dc converter
1 539 000 ( 1 539) 1.6 Copper sheet Klystron collector radiators
I 524 000 ( 1 524) 1.6 CRES (machine part) Klystron housing
1 456 000 ( 1 456) 1.5 Vacuum-deposited copper Solar cell interconnects
I 210 000 ( 1 210) 1.2 Graphite composite MPTS antenna
87 800 000 (87 800) c90.0
aMicrowave power transmission system.
bcorrosion-resistant steel.
c90 percent of total 97 550 000 kg (97 550 tons) Earth baseline SPS.
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TABLE IV.- EXPLORATION FOR VOLATILES
Problem Procedures
Implanted solar hydrogen
Range of variation of hydrogen Summarize existing lunar sample
concentration and correlation data; examine existing stored
with other measurables; e.g.9 lunar samples.
grain size
Practical ways to capture hy- Conduct laboratory experiments
drogen after its release from correlated with other (major-
soil by moderate heating element) soil-processing R&D.
Ways to store the recovered Conduct design studies (e.g._
hydrogen make into water and freeze?
or pump into tanks?)
Several methods feasible;
choice depends on program
assumptions.
Polar cold-trapped hydrogen
Is it there? Conduct polar-orbit mission with
gamma ray, neutron albedo 9 radar
altimeter, and (possibly) gravity
experiments.
If so, what is its concen- Equip rover with gamma-ray,
tration in the soil and how is neutron_ etc. 9 detectors and
it distributed with depth (at possibly an auger or drill.
least to a few meters)?
What is the ice composition Equip rover with instruments
(water, organics, etc.)? such as the nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) spectrometer.
What are the processing-relevant Use modeling in Earth-based
physical properties of the laboratory experiments after
permafrost (hardness_ friability 9 lunar ice detected by orbiter.
thermal decomposition profile)?
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TABLE IV.- Concluded
Problem Procedures
"Anomalous" lunar volatiles
Do they exist? A polar orbiter mission may give
only a hint from geological/
geochemical/geophysical context
or may directly detect hydrogen.
A rover will answer the question
unequivocally if - and only if -
the hydrogen-bearing deposit is
within some tens of meters of
the surface; however_ this is
good enough for an early
resource-recovery operation.
How are they trapped? Deploy rover_ followed by a dig-
ging or coring operation to
"prove out" the deposit.
What is their composition? Perform chemical analyses (e.g._
gas chromatography/mass spec-
tometry of samples brought up
by auger).
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TABLE V.- PRIMARY CONSTRAINTS FROM CIVILt MINING, AND PROCESS ENGINEERING BASED ON RESOURCEMODEL EVALUATIONS
Resource model Exploration requirements Constraints Spatial Vertical
resolution resolution
All resource scenarios Topography l to 10 m l to 10 m
Depth of regollth -- >I to _ m
Particle size -l m --
Raw bulk soll No additlonal chemical or _ineraloglcal data Chemistry 30 km --
are required for selecting a site to mine Mineralogy 30 km --
raw bulk lunar soil. The existing X-ray
fluorescence data obtained from lunar orbit
during Apollo 15 and 16 cover a large portion
of the Moon at a 30-km resolution for the
" elements aluminum and magnesium, which is
sufficient for mining raw soil. Sites outside
the present X-rag fluorescence coverage can
be evaluated bv geologic inference, and sub-
surface chemistry can be assumed to be llke
- that at the surface to a sufficient accuracy
(_10 percentl.
Blended bulk soll Blended bulk soil is a speciP1 case of the raw Chemistry I km --
bulk soll scenario. The purpose would be to
maintain a reasonably constant ratio of alum-
inum to iron and to be able to vary the ratio
within limits as required. To do this, orbital
chemical data would have to be obtained at a
resolution of I km.
Ahnlnum-ri_h soil The existing X-ray fluorescence data are suf- Chemistry 30 km --
flcient for evaluating the aluminum concentra- With clear I samnle/km _
tion of a candidate site if such a site lles glass
within the relatively limited area of the
Moon for which data are available. A special
case of this resource type iS the clear glass
that may be required bv some scenarios in
addition to aluminum. TO determine the con-
centration of clear glass, direct sampling of
a candidate site would be required. For direct
sampling, one sample per square kilometer of
mine area would he required to define the ore
body. X-ray fluorescence and X-ray diffraction
would have to be performed remotely on the in-
dividual samples. The instruments would have to
have a resolution and sensitivity similar to
standard equipment on Earth.
Iron-rlch soll The existing X-ray fluorescence data for aluminum Chemistry 30 km --
are sufficient for evaluating a candidate site
for enriched iron for sites within the nresent
limits of coverage. This can he done hv using
rhp ferrnuq oxld_ (FpO)/ah,m_num oxld_ (A1203)
variation known for'lunar soils obtained by
the Apollo and Luna missions.
Titanium-rlch soil The existing Earth-based reflectance spectroscopy Chemistry 30 km --
data are sufficient to identifv candidate mine With alum- I to 2 km --
sites that are probably rich in titanium. I£ it inum
is desired to mine alumlnum and titanium at the
same site in two pits located no more than
approximately 5 km apart, reflectance spectro-
scopy will have to be oer£ormed at l to q km
resolution.
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TABLEVI.-PROVISIONALUNARRESOURCESITES
Crater Diameter, km Location C_ents
Typical sites
SirsalisK 5 10030' S, 57° W
DamoiseauE 15 " 5° S, 58° W
LohrmannA I0 I° Sj 62° 30'W RearOrientaleejecta
Cavalerius 50 5° N9 67° W Erastothenian
Reiner 30 7° N, 55° W Erastothenian,mare domes
nearby
Dionysius 15 3° N, 17°30' E Moderatelydarkmare
MaskelyneB 10 2° N, 29° E Darkhalo crater,possibly
volcanic
Flamsteedvicinity 25 4030' S, 44o W
Cuericke C 10 11030 ' S, 12 ° W
Cauchy 10 9°30 ' N, 38.5 ° E Near rilles with crater
chains, possibly volcanic
Taruntlus 60 5°301N, 46° E
TaruntiusF I0 4° N, 40° E
Copernicus(floor) 90 I0° N, 20° W Many darkhalo craters,
volcanic (?)
Hortensius 15 6030. N, 28° W Rearvolcanic(?)domes
Cratercluster, 3 to 7 3030' S, 25° E Bordermare andhighlands;
Torricelli H, I, highlands may be similar
J, K to those near North Ray
Craters; very high anor-
thite possible
GambartC 12 3030' N, 12° W
GambartL 5 3° + N, 15° + W
4O
TABLE VI.- Concluded
Crater Diameter, km Location Comments
Special craters
North Ray 1 8°30 ' S, 15°30 ' E No dark mare; very high
anorthite content
South Ray 0.5 9° S_ 15°30 ' E No dark mare; very high
anorthite content
- Sulpicius Gallus I0 19°30 ' N, 12° E Very dark mare
Menelaus 30 16030 ' N, 16° E Very dark mare
Manilius 40 14°30 ' N, 9° E Very dark mare
Crater cluster 1 to 2 14° N_ 0° In or adjacent to highlands
and very dark mare
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Figure I.- The Lick Observatory L-4 composite photograph of the Moon. The
lighting angle enhances the contrast between materials with different
reflectivity (albedo). The difference between the light-colored lunar
highlands, which are rich in plagioclase, and the darker mare is enhanced.
This contrast represents actual differences in mineralogy and chemistry.
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, Earthside
Figure 2.- Map showing location of the Apollo (circles), Luna (squares), and
Lunokhod (diamonds) sites; numbers in the symbols are the mission numbers.
The stippling near the poles indicates the approximate limits of perma-
nently shadowed regions in which volatiles might be trapped.
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(a) Ranger IX frame A47.
Figure 3.- Photographs of the Aristarchus region of the Moon showing a vari-
ety of endogenic features that may indicate the action of volatiles.
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(b) Lunar Orbiter 5 frame M188 V46°
Figure 3.- Concluded.
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Figure 4.- Photograph of Astronaut David Scott at the lunar roving vehicle
during the Apollo 15 mission. Hadley Rille is visible in the center of
this view.
46
Figure 5.- Location of possible lunar mining sites listed in table VI. Stars
are fresh young craters; starred dots are special craters. The lines indi-
cate the boundaries of the groundtracks of the later Apollo missions.
47
[
(a) An orbiting spacecraft surveys the chemical_ physical_ and
morphological properties of the Moon. The smaller satellite
is a relay that beams information back to Earth when the
orbiter is on the far side of the Moon.
Figure 6.- Artist's conceptions of future lunar exploration and exploitation.
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(b) A rover peers into a permanently shadowed area in search
of volatiles.
Figure 6.- Continued.
49
(c) An automated processing station uses solar power to produce
metals and gases from the l_nar soil_ which is gathered
by the automated mining rovers.
Figure 6.- Continued.
50
(d) Man returns to the Moon and uses the inventory accumulated
by his automated predecessors to build a base.
Figure 6.- Concluded.
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